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If you need to reinstall your game, youll just need to extract the new ISO and plug in your original save file and
reset your controller, then load the ISO. Everything else will happen as normal. For starters, a replacement file
named P3CT003.SFD is contained within the game's zip file and will be used in place of the original file for any
custom cutscenes (it will use the on-screen storyboards in normal gameplay if in Story Mode). Once youve
replaced your files, you can create a new ISO using our previous guide and start making changes on the fly
(including changes to your PS2's system sounds!). Thats it! Now you can mod P3FES, P4 and Nocturne with
instant changes by loading files externally instead of ever touching the ISO. Since your ISO remains unmodified,
the games CRC never changes either so theres no longer any need to rename your cheat files each time you mod
the game. In summary, its a huge issue for us, the core team, if users are forced to use non-working mods in
order to play their games, and would like to remedy that. The mods were specially designed by ourselves to
actually work to begin with
(http://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/people/view/Persona_3_modding/images/9/99/Platform_patch.png/) and would
work without the need to apply any mod files in the ISO. As the ISO files are only a single file with a 32KB CRC in
length, and can be extracted on any computer, the patches are entirely unnecessary. As you have already seen,
the patch is pretty much instant and does not require renaming the file or otherwise editing the ISO, so we have
not once required the players to do that.
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https://github.com/NeoLithium/GuideTape (Recommended) - The main guide file for every game. As always, you
should not modify this. https://github.com/SB9/GFW2 (Recommended) - The GFW2 site of the FES site with most
of the NWN2 music. As always, you should not modify this. https://github.com/Burritona/GFW2 (Recommended) -
The GFW2 site of the FES site with all of the GBA music. As always, you should not modify this. The sound folder
for Persona 3 FES has a default.mod and a default.rif. Inside the default.mod is a RIF1.rif and RIF2.rif. The only

difference between these files and the RIFs for P3 and P4 are that RIF1/2.rif replaces the entire RIF, while
default.rif only modifies the NPC categories. TGE have created patches that allow you to repack your ISO and

even custom ISO images. You don't have to pay to repack your ISO, the patches have been released for free and
you can download a compiled version here if you want to use the patches in-game. If youre not familiar with how
PKG files work, don't worry, theyre pretty much as easy as a.zip file. PKG files can be created using any archiving
software, and create a file with a.pkg extension. Dont confuse this with compressed.zip or.rar archives, these just

compress the PKG files that we want to use to save space. PKG files can hold either a.pkg extension or a.pkgs
extension, so theyre actually pretty secure. PKG files are installed and run from a base PKG file that contains

metadata about the inner contents of the PKG. 5ec8ef588b
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